
 2014 Departmental
Budget Hearings

Memorandum
To: Mayor Mark Kruzan
From: Daniel Sherman, Attorney/Administrator, Common Council
Re: Council Member Questions Submitted to the Office of the Mayor after

Departmental Budget Hearings
cc: Council; Clerk; Stacy Jane Rhoads
Date: August 25, 2014

 
 
On the first night of the Departmental Budget Hearings this year, the Council voted to submit
questions in writing to the Office of the Mayor rather than raise them during the hearings.  The
following chart is compilation of questions sent to me as Council Administrator.  Please review
and respond, if possible, by September 2nd in order for the Council to review the information and
schedule, if necessary, additional meetings before formal consideration of the budget begins in
September.  Please note that some questions have been paraphrased for clarity.  Thank you for
your efforts in this regard.
 

Monday, 18 August 2014

General Questions
Full-Time Equivalents

Volan: Almost none of the department budgets include FTE data any more. While there may
be little or no net increase in employees citywide, knowing how many people work for a
given department helps us understand budget numbers. Can the administration compile a
separate table listing each department/division, number of employees approved in 2014, and
number requested for 2015?
Mayer: Could you provide FTEs for all departments?
Neher: Could the revision of the budget include the number of FTEs for each department
across 2013/2014/2015?  It helps make sense of salaries & wages.

Parking Meters and Meter Revenue
Rollo: How is parking meter money revenue partitioned into the City budget?
Neher: Can you provide a total overview of parking expenses & revenues that captures
categories across departments?
Neher: Please provide the distributions of parking meter revenues?

 
Other Questions

Granger: I thought we were losing $300,000 in County monies as a result of an assessment
matter that went court. It is my understanding that the court ordered the County to refund
money to a business and that this impacted City monies. Please explain.
Neher: Why is line 5130 zeroed out in all budgets except for Human Resources?
Volan: In general, the absence of "program budgets" which describe details of departmental
operations is increasingly notable. In the cases of ITS, HAND, some aspects of Parks, and
in particular the entirety of the new Planning & Transportation department, can the
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administration prepare a breakdown explaining what programs are enabled by the budget
request?
Volan: The absence of program budgets makes it difficult to determine how revenues from
parking meters are being used as part of 2015 budget. How much revenue is the
administration projecting from meters in 2015, and what departments are counting on such
revenue for their budgets?
Volan:  ITS and HAND among other departments have made much of the new uReport
system for reporting problems. Police and Fire issue reports of incident data that they collect.
(In fact, Chief Diekhoff said, "Using data is something we're really focusing on.") When can
we see similar data reports from all other departments that use uReport?

Mayor’s Introduction
Granger: Heard the “balanced budget” part but not sure what department heads “lost” in this
process.
Granger: Where are we year-to-date with expenditures?
Rollo: Angie Steeno spoke of how expenditures “fit in” with the long-term goals of the City.
Have departments had to scale back any goals due to constraints?
Spechler:  What were the Mayor's declared objectives for this budget?  What cuts did you
make in departmental requests?  What are the leading uncertainties in the budget proposed?

Fiscal Overview
Neher: Can we see the trend line for levy growth (reduction)?

Employee Compensation and Health Insurance (Sims)

Union v. Non-Union Increases
Granger: Why is that we “negotiated” so much less for our union members while giving
non-union employees 2% increase?  
Ruff: I realize that some years union get more than non, still please elaborate on the thinking
behind the proposal for 2% raise for non-union and 0% for union this year.

 
Retiree Health Insurance Benefits

Neher: Why the change in policy re: eliminating retiree healthcare subsidies? How long had
the policy been in place? What were the costs to the city over the past five years? Anticipated
cost savings after implementing the new policy?
Sandberg: What role did the ACA/HIP play in making the policy changes for health
insurance benefits for retirees, and what type of counseling were these impacted retirees
given in preparation for the changes in their increased contributions to their healthcare?  My
concern stems from the unsure rollout of the ACA in Indiana and what accommodations
there will be for this group now looking at increased premiums on fixed incomes.
Ruff: How exactly is the $383,000.00 amount for 2014 calculated for the retiree insurance
subsidy that is being eliminated?  Break this down please.
Ruff: How many retired employees right now are receiving the insurance subsidy and how
many are in each type of coverage (employee only, employee and spouse, family)?
Ruff: Were any employees that took early retirement options told that there was a good
chance the subsidy would be eliminated?
Ruff: The FAQ about the elimination of the subsidy seems to suggest first that it is necessary
because of a major change in new GASB 45 reporting requirements that affect the way these
kinds of obligations appear in the City financials and possibly the appearance of the financial
health of the City.  Later the FAQ says the subsidy needed to be eliminated due to "financial
challenges and the rising cost of healthcare".  Which is it?
Ruff: How much reserve would need to be set aside to continue to fund the subsidy?  Was
any sort of phase-out considered? 
(Please note that Councilmember Sandberg expressed concerns very similar to those
expressed by Councilmember Ruff in the foregoing questions on retiree health insurance
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benefits, but in the interest of brevity and avoiding duplication, agreed to dispense those
questions.)

 
Health Insurance Premium

Ruff: What was the healthcare cost increase in % for the City last year and the year before
and what is the projection for next year?

Sandberg:  In view of 6% increases in health insurance premiums, is that significant with
respect to a 2% raise?  While a raise is an admirable offer, is it somewhat moot if they gain in
salary, but substantially lose in premium payouts?  Are we trying to drive City employees
toward the Indiana HIP or ACA exchanges, and if so, are they being adequately prepared for
the transitions?

 

Health Insurance Trust Fund

Rollo: Are there any goals to improve the IACT medical trust fund? (speaking as a member
of the Board of Directors)
Volan: Can we see a chart of increases in the Health Insurance Trust fund for the past 5-10
years?

Other Questions
 

Neher: What is the per employee healthcare & dental care trend line over the past 5 years?
Rollo: Has overtime compensation been explored for cost savings?
Rollo: Does Ms. Sims see likely 6% or more for City’s contribution to employee benefits?

 
Human Resources (Sims)

Granger: Doris talked about our 6% increase in Health Life Insurance yet most dept budget
reflect a 9% increase – what does this reflect?
Granger: Line 5399 (is entitled “Other Services and Charges” and shows an increase from
$12,193 to $14,193. What are these “other” services and charges?
Rollo: Regarding wellness initiatives (“on the move”, etc.), do we have yearly goals for
involvement? Do we track this, and is there information that indicates savings accrued?
Rollo: Is there an index of job satisfaction for employees?
Ruff: When was the 2% non-union raise decided to be proposed by the Administration?

Ruff: Did HR contract any outside consultants in past year for work related to Personnel
Manual or Travel Policy updates or any other work?

Ruff: The part-timer $14,471.00 decrease in category 1 for HR - where were those part-time
positions moved to?

Spechler: Please address complaints of ACSME about unilateral changes in their contract
and conditions.

 
Legal (Rice) (Including Risk Management, Human Rights, and Board of Public Safety)

Ruff: Legal said they have 8 attorneys now.  Are they proposing 8 or 9 attorneys in 2015? 
How does this number compare to other similar-sized cities?

Information & Tech Services (Dietz)
City Website and Document Management

Neher: What is the status of the new website? 
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Neher: Any progress on a true document management strategy/system for better accessibility
to (& searchability) of CoB documents?
Volan: For several years now, I have heard ITS claim a redesign of the city website is
imminent. The current site is long in the tooth: files are difficult to find, the search function is
poor, there is no centralized page where all city news releases can be found, and in general I
hesitate to recommend to anyone that they can "just go to the City's
website" and find the information they seek. Where is the redesign, and why is it taking so
long?

Other Questions
Granger: What is City policy regarding purchasing new equipment (vs. quality refurbished)
and servicing?
Volan: Mr. Dietz claims the department maintains "high quality customer service." Whom
specifically does he consider to be ITS' customers, and what metrics does the department use
to determine the quality of its service to them?

 
Telecommunications Non-Reverting Fund (Dietz)

Granger:  Line 53750 (Rentals – Other) indicates that we will expend $20,400 in that line
next year. What is it we have to rent?
Mayer: Please elaborate on upgrades to the Council Chambers.
Neher: Please provide a detailed breakdown for the changes in capital expenditures (54420)
and the communications contract (53150).
Volan:  ITS is requesting a 54% increase in the Telecom Non-reverting Fund. Where is that
money coming from, and what's it for?

 
Common Council (Sherman)

Granger: Could not Council Legal and City Legal share costs of legal books?

City Clerk (Moore)
Data Management

Granger: How long have you been making the request for a database to assist you in your
work with boards and commissions?
Ruff: You have included a substantial amount of money for a cloud based service to manage
boards and commissions.  Can't you use Microsoft Access?  Can't the IT Department build a
database system that would work for your purposes?
Volan:  The acquisition of software to manage boards-and-commissions appointments is said
to have the potential to greatly reduce Deputy Clerk Sue Wanzer's hours devoted to those
tasks. How will the Clerk's office track her hours post-acquisition of that software, and what
will she consider a success?

 
Parking Ticket Appeals

Rollo: Are we collecting ticket violations as effectively as prior metered parking?
Rollo: How have the meters been received by the public?

Other Questions
Ruff: You said you needed an extra $1000 for a new computer station for your Records
Archivist. Yet, I see a computer and scanner in the office that you said came from the
Recorder's office. Why, if this position is only going to last for two years, wouldn't you be
able to make use of that re-purposed equipment? 
Volan:  There are records of meetings other than just the words in official minutes. To what
extent does the Clerk store video records of city meetings? How specifically does the Clerk
retain maps, 3D presentations, PDFs, and slideshows?
Volan: The Clerk has said "Adobe Pro" software is now available by subscription only.
Does she mean Adobe Acrobat Pro, and what is it used for? Also, city departments use
software versions of varying ages – is there not a recent pre-subscription version of the
software she needs that can be owned?
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Controller (Steeno)
Non-Reverting Improvement Fund

Mayer: Please elaborate on Fund 405, Non Reverting Improvement line 53990
Neher: How will the $409,411 expenditure in the Non-Reverting Improvement Fund be
used?

Postage
Neher: Why is postage increased by $35,000 (+14,000%)?
Rollo: Explanation needed for 14,000% increase in postage (of $35,000).

 
Other Questions

Granger: Why the $54,368 jump in salaries and wages?
Granger: Angie mentioned a $83,000 increase in personnel from Parks and Rec but not sure
what that meant?  
Neher: With the selection of a new Controller, what is the status of the reorganization the
administration was pursuing?
Neher: How will the $503,383 expenditure in the Bloomington Investment Incentive Fund
be used?
Neher: Please provide anticipated year-end-balances for 2014 & 2015 for local funds.
Neher: What is the anticipated cost of the Crowe Horwath consulting service for their work
on the creation of the 2015 budget?

Mayor’s Office (Wason)
None.
 

Tuesday, 19 August 2014

Planning (Micuda)
Alternative Transportation

Granger: What is the 2015 budget for the Sidewalk Fund?
Neher: What are the key anticipated alternative transportation projects for 2015?
Rollo: What is the outlook of meeting our Platinum Biking status goal?
Rollo: Regarding MPO priorities – are we maximizing our request for alternative
transportation funding from the state?
Rollo: What is the total expenditures committed to trails/bike lanes/side paths, etc?
Rollo: Are capital outlays for alternative transportation reduced by $25,000? Why?
Spechler: How is the $200,000 alternative transportation fund for bicycles decided and how
has it been spent in the past?  Am I correct that the $300,000 has been set aside for allocation
by the Council Sidewalk Committee and Council?

GPP
Neher: What is the current timeline for the GPP?
Spechler: What are the likely changes in the GPP and who is on the committee to prepare the
draft?
Volan:  Mr. Micuda gave a date of May 30, 2015 as the deadline for adoption of a
comprehensive plan for the Metropolitan Planning Organization. Why is there no specific
estimate for an adoption date of the third edition of the city's Growth Policies Plan, a very
similar document?

 
Other Questions

Granger: Tom noted an 88% ($638,158) increase in the budget because of incorporation of
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engineering, transportation and parking, etc. but I don’t see attending decrease in public
works. (I see only $100,767 decrease in public works.) Please explain.
Granger: No phone costs for that huge department? Why do some departments have these
costs and some do not?
Rollo: Are staff, especially new hires, made aware of the Redefining Prosperity Report?
Ruff: Are any duties changing for any of the employees who are moved to Planning from
Public Works Engineering?
Ruff: I would like to see the personnel organizational chart for Planning Department for
2015
Sturbaum: Would you support placing the design role of the Board of Public Works in the
hands of the Plan Commission through ordinance so there are no inadvertent vetoes of
progressive transportation initiatives?
Volan: Please break down the "lease payments" line of the department's budget. What lease
is P&T paying?
Volan:  In Fund 455, line 53830, "bank charges" have dropped from $308K to an even
$100K. Are these charges related to the cost of processing parking meter payments, and why
has this line dropped so precipitously?

 

H.A.N.D. (Abbott)
Jack Hopkins Social Services Funding

Granger: What is the 2015 Jack Hopkins allocation?
Mayer: Amount set aside for JHSSF for 2015?
Neher: Can you confirm the amount of grant dollars dedicated for the Hopkins fund?
Sandberg: Of the grant line, how much has been dedicated to Jack Hopkins for 2015?
Neher: Will BPD apply for Hopkins funding to cover year two of its collaborative project re:
homelessness in 2015? Or will the project be funded through other means?

Other Questions
Granger: I heard rumors of state legislation that would limit rental inspections to a cap of five
dollars; what is the impact on the department if the state passes this legislation?
Rollo: Does the street social worker keep a log book of interactions with the public?
Rollo: With 2,300 complaints last year, do we need more enforcement staff (in addition to the
7 neighborhood compliance officers)?
Sandberg: Can you talk more about your plans for a housing stock survey in Bloomington
along with your Consolidated Plan, and for what purpose will this information be used with
respect to the issue of affordability?
Spechler: What has been the effect of the court decision that reversed our decision to make
wired smoke detectors mandatory on older apartments?
Spechler: How many additional affordable units have been made available in 2013-14 and at
what cost?
Spechler: With unprecedented enrollment of freshmen at IUB, what is the effect on rentals
and vacancies?
Volan:  One of the functions described in the HAND department's presentation is "Over-
occupancy inspection." How does the department perform this function? How many units
have been inspected for over-occupancy in the last year, and what percentage of total units in
the city does that represent? How many violations of occupancy were there, and what
punishments were issued?
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Economic and Sustainable Development (Alano-Martin)
Mayor’s Promotion of Business Line

Neher: Can you provide a breakdown of anticipated spending of the Mayor’s Promotion of
Business line?
Spechler: What is the $100,000 “Mayor’s” business grants, and how has this been used in
the past?

Other Questions
Rollo: What are the current plans, if any, for the newly acquired property north of the
Showers building?
Rollo: What are the likely economic/business sectors that are targeted to reside there?
Spechler: What are your criteria for recommending tax abatements for properties that are
mainly residential?  What about EZIDs?
Spechler: What is the comprehensive unemployment rate in Bloomington?  What are we
doing to create more jobs?
Volan:  Please elaborate on the "Beat the Meter" blitz described in the department's
presentation.
Volan:  Why is this department responsible, as Ms. Alano-Martin noted, for the design of
the new portion of 10th St. through the Certified Technology Park? Why wouldn't Planning
and Transportation be the department to make decisions on how the road should be
designed?

Community & Family Resources (Giordano)
Granger: Please share a bit more about your move from “direct service” (as in support Kathy
provided for city-wide Homeward Bound) to networking?  Wouldn’t this shift result in a
decreased budget?
Rollo: Disaster preparedness – important that the City Council can be briefed on threats,
response, etc. Can this be made available?
Spechler: What programs have been reduced and passed over to voluntary community
efforts?
Spechler: What is your participation in our joint efforts to assist people experiencing
homelessness?  Do we support efforts to employ ex-offenders?
Spechler: What is the comprehensive unemployment rate in Bloomington?  What are we
doing to create more jobs?  (Question also posed to ESD.)
Sturbaum: Do you foresee a senior center along the B Line one day?
Volan:  What is the nature of the one position being cut from the department's budget?

Parks & Recreation (Renneisen)
Switchyard Park

Neher: What is the anticipated timeline for Switchyard Park & its identified funding
mechanisms?
Rollo: Current details concerning the Switchyard Park are welcome. What is the timeframe
for development?

Other Questions
Granger: Why are Health and Life Insurance only up 3% when other departments are up
9%?
Granger: Mick talked about building repairs in 56310, but I don’t remember hearing what
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facilities need repairs. Please elaborate.
Granger: Line 53960 grants has been decreased; what does this mean, grants to what, what is
the impact on receiving those “grants?”
Granger: Is there a plan to raise certain parks fees? If so, what, when, how much, why?
Mayer: Do we have sufficient funds for dead tree removal and ash borer treatment?
Neher: Are there plans for completing the dead-end streets with walking paths into the park?
Neher: What is the total cost for deer management and what are the funding streams?
Rollo: Any new greenspace acquisition? Any offers of donated land?
Rollo: Regarding more funding for invasive plant control – how much is allocated? What is
the perceived threat?

 
 

Spechler: What can we do to increase the facilities (along with the County) for youth soccer
and tournaments?  Perhaps Renneisen can take the lead in urging a cooperative effort that
will help the City as well as the County’s economic development.
Volan:  Department claims that it's one of only 100 departments nationwide recognized with
accreditation by CAPRA. Does every department in the country apply? What's the
significance of this statement?
Volan:  From the department's home page
<http://bloomington.in.gov/sections/viewSection.php?section_id=8>, one can find the
department's 2012 annual report, which is apparently hosted offsite. At the offsite location
are two previous reports. Where is the department's 2013 annual report? Are there any online
before 2010? Why are PDFs of these reports not also available on the city's own website?
Volan:  What portion of the department's proposed increase is due to salary
increases, and what portion is due to program increases?

 

Wednesday, 20 August 2014

Police Department (Diekhoff)
Downtown Resource Officers

Rollo: Do Downtown Resource officers “walk a beat?” Do they interact with merchants to
determine their concerns?
Volan:  How many officers are Downtown Resource Officers? How many total FTEs are
DROs?

Other Questions
Granger: Salaries and wages reflects a 4% increase…for what?
Granger: Probably missed it in Mike’s discussion, but why the huge jump in line 52210?
Granger: What is “crime control?” line 53991?
Mayer: Are there sufficient funds for vehicle replacement (patrol cars)?
Neher: Will the police department secure additional police cars in the 2015 budget?
Neher: Why the reduction in funds for police (30%) and dispatch (68%) education?
Rollo: Has moving dispatch to the Transit Center freed space for your current needs? Will
more space be needed in the near future?
Sandberg:  We hear growing concerns about safety along the B-Line Trail, and we know
there are special patrols as well as the downtown resource officers stepping up their efforts.
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 Is there a need for additional measures to assure the public aside from reminding them to use
their common sense about personal safety?  Have other measures been suggested to provide
more safeguards such as cameras, particularly in more remote areas of the B-Line?  Is there
more need for additional patrol?
Volan:  In the 10 years since Mayor Kruzan committed to bringing the department to 100
officers, the population has increased by more than 10,000 people. Is it not reasonable to
assume that the city's need for officers has increased proportionately? If not, why not?
Volan:  In light of the incident in Ferguson, please review the assets BPD has received from
the US Department of Homeland Security through its 1033 program. How much military
material does BPD possess? When and how has it been used?

 
 

Police Pension (Sims)
Ruff: Are any retired police officers affected by the proposed health insurance subsidy
elimination?  Could this account for part of the reduction in this budget? If so, please also
refer to questions enumerated under “Employee Compensation and Health Insurance,”
above.

Fire Department (Kerr)
Granger: Why the decrease in salaries and wages? Are we losing firefighters and if so, why?
Mayer: Are there sufficient funds for vehicle replacement and fire fighting/rescue equipment?
Sandberg: Could we get a report on how firefighters are funded for their uniforms, other
pieces of personal equipment required to do their jobs safely?  Is there a uniform allowance,
or does the City provide the force with all that they need?  Are there strains on the City’s
fiscal ability to make sure everyone has the maximum coverage for the basics in gear and
safety equipment?  Could we get a general overview of all that is necessary to equip a
firefighter for their job and how much it costs for each firefighter’s full gear?
Sandberg: Could we get a report on the policy for sick days, and a general review of how
many work-related injuries are reported in a typical year?  Is there an issue (any suspected
abuse or improper usage of sick time) with sick days related to keeping experienced, well-
trained firefighters on the job and in good physical health?

Fire Pension (Sims)
Ruff and Sandberg: Are any retired firefighters affected by the proposed health insurance
subsidy elimination?  If so, please also refer to questions enumerated under “Employee
Compensation and Health Insurance,” above.

Public Transit (May)  
Reduction in State and Federal Funding

Rollo: Given the uncertain future of the federal and state funding, what are other options
locally to safeguard revenues? What are other communities doing to create new revenue
streams?
Sturbaum: Will you need to start looking for more local support to make up for the
decreasing funding from the state and federal government?

Old Transit Station
Rollo: Are there plans for the former transit center at 4th and Washington? If so, what are
they?
Volan:  What will happen to the old BT passenger station facility at 4th and Washington?
How much is it worth -- what is its assessed value?

Other Questions
Granger: Why are administrative salaries going up 4%?
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Rollo: Of the 500 bus stops, how many are sheltered?
Rollo: What are your reserves, and are they in accord with your goal?
Spechler: A recent letter on the HT complains that bus service to the north, south, and west
areas of the City could be more frequent.   Please explain which routes have the longest waits
and why.
Volan:  I understand that federal and state dollars make up 60% of BT's budget. Revenues
from IU represent another 12.7% of the department's proposed budget. What percentage of
BT ridership is students at IU? Is the proportion of dollars received from IU commensurate
with IU student ridership?
Volan:   Has an agreement with an airport shuttle service to stop at the new Transit Center
been reached? When will a regular intercity bus service begin stopping at the new facility?
Volan:  The 10th St. underpass limits the types of buses that can operate through it. What
would the cost of improving the 10th St. underpass be, to the nearest million dollars, and is
an 80% federal match feasible for such a project?
Volan:  Capital represents 15.3% of BT's annual budget. Why include it therein and not have
a separate capital budget?
Volan:  Planning has become "Planning and Transportation." Yet BT, despite requiring our
approval for its budget, is a corporation separate from other city departments. How will BT
collaborate with P&T? If P&T determines that bus service should change in the overall
context of a citywide transportation plan, will BT refuse?

Utilities (Murphy)
Neher: Why the significant reduction in extensions & replacements in both the Water &
Waste Water Budgets (Water: U42720/-46% & Waste Water: U42720/-46%)?
Neher: What have the savings been for refinancing bonds?
Neher: What is the status of CBU reserves?
Rollo: Constituents in District IV have expressed concern about pollution in Lake Monroe. 3
concerns in particular: Oil and gasoline from boating; Sewage discharge from boating; and
Toxic algae. What do we do to monitor for these? Are there efforts we might make to
improve raw water quality?
Rollo: Is the intake water tested and can this data be shared with the City Council?
Ruff: When will the City be able to negotiate the terms of the intra-local agreement?
Ruff: Will the City commit to signing the yearly intra-local agreements with the USB before
the budget covering that agreement is approved by the USB and the Council?
Volan:  How does CBU "cooperate" with infrastructure (e.g., pipes, manholes) outside of
the city's corporate boundary?
Volan:  Mr. Murphy cited an employee with 47 years' experience. Are people allowed to
work more than 47 years for the city of Bloomington?
Volan:  "We were a little robust in our Supplies and Services & Charges [lines]." By
"robust," which Mr. Murphy used to refer to several line items, did he mean "excessive in
our estimated requests last year"? Changes from last year to this year were most dramatic in
Utilities' request; why should we not be concerned about future misestimates?
Volan:   Why such a dramatic increase in Services & Charges (S&C) from 2013 to 2014? It
seems to coincide with the $2.1M capital outlay of 2013, which seems to have been
absorbed into the 2014 S&C line. Same question for Wastewater and Storm water funds; the
Storm water S&C request is enormous compared to 2013.
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Thursday, 21 August 2014

Public Works General (Johnson)
Granger: Not seeing an attending decrease in budget that is reflected in Planning’s increase,
why? (only $100,676)
Granger: I see decrease in fuel costs; can we reduce more by planning to move toward
natural gas?
Granger: Line 53990 – what are those other services and charges
Neher: What is the increase in “Other Services & Charges” reflect (+425%)
Neher: Can you outline the major projects for Public Works in 2015?
Neher: What are the factors used in calculating the expense for the election?
Sandberg: I have a similar question for Public Works General (as I have for the Fire
Department), also regarding an overview of work-related injuries and how employees
manage around sick-days when their co-workers are off with illness or injury.  If Susie
could give us a general report on the typical kinds of health issues (repetitive motion,
weather-related slips and falls, just general wear and tear) faced by Public Works employees,
and what that does to the department - does it have an impact on slowing down project work,
or does she have any general issues with being short-staffed? How are their sick days treated
with respect to health benefits?   

 
Sandberg:  Also, can Susie foresee a time when additional employees will be needed to keep
up with the work demands, are there any budget needs to hire additional employees for
Public Works in the future?  If there are shortages in staff, where are those employee needs
the greatest?  This question is in the context of attrition, downsizing, and employees leaving -
what does that do for the remaining workforce needing to step up to fill the vacancy gaps?
Sturbaum: Would you support placing the design role of the Board of Public Works in the
hands of the Plan Commission through ordinance so there are no inadvertent vetoes of
progressive transportation initiatives?

Animal Control (Johnson)
Granger: Are we losing staff?  (4% decrease in salaries)
Granger: 39% reduction in books – have the cats given up on nightly readings? (A moment
of levity.)

Fleet Maintenance (Johnson)
Granger: Why a 21% jump in health and life insurance?
Granger: Explain $8,000 for natural gas (new).
Neher: Please break down the “Other Services & Charges” line (53990/$600,000) in the
Motor Vehicle Replacement Fund?
Spechler: Are we on schedule for vehicle replacements?

Traffic Control and Streets (Johnson)
Cumulative Capital Development Fund

Neher: What is the $100,000 fund transfer for?
Neher: Can you provide a breakdown for the $384,426 (53110/Engineering &
Architectural)?
Neher: Are their improvements being deferred due to the cuts in lines 54420 & 54310?
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Volan: Please break down the Cumulative Capital Development fund. Is this simply a shift
from the Motor Vehicle Highway (MVH) fund?

Motor Vehicle Highway Fund
Granger: Please provide more detail regarding the anticipated needs for motor repairs that
warrants such a huge jump in the line item (61%) of the MVH Fund.
Volan:  I found the explanation of the MVH supplies insufficient. What was meant by
"flexibility" in that line?

Other Questions
Granger: Why an 8% increase in salaries and wages and 42% jump in health and life
insurance?
Mayer: Have funds been included for curb-side leaf removal? (Non-bagged raked to the curb
leafs)
Mayer: Have funds been included for “side path” and City (property) snow removal?
Neher: Please explain the reductions in Street, Alley, and Sewer Materials (-$594,500/-54%)
Rollo: City sidewalks were to be evaluated on the basis of their quality. Can this data be
provided to the Council Sidewalk Committee?
Rollo: With regard to the 2,000 LED traffic light upgrades: Once completed, will that consist
of all traffic lights?
Spechler: Will we be back at the proper level of salt and asphalt reserves, and have any
projects had to be postponed?
Sturbaum:  Please update the progress on the 17th and Arlington intersection and the
Rockport Road intersection improvements.
Volan:  The request for the Local Road and Street Fund seems to be an arbitrarily exact 10%
increase. Was that based on particular needs, and if so, what are those needs?
Volan: "You'll be happy to know Public Works is contracting out sidepath snow removal."
What did this mean...was snow removal from sidepaths simply not done last year? Was
Public Works unable to do it sufficiently?
Volan: Council approved the new parking Zone 11 several months ago. With the new school
year upon us, why have signs not been erected and the zone begun enforcement?

Sanitation (and Recycling) (Johnson)
Granger: Why a 16% increase in salaries and wages for sanitation and 13% for solid waste
health and life insurance?
Granger: State now has a goal of 50% recycling; what are we doing to comply?
Granger: How many tons of trash did we “dispose” in 2013? How many tons of trash have
we “disposed” to date in 2014?
Granger: It seems to me there could be cost savings related to recycling vs disposing. If this
is not correct, please explain.
Granger: What are the costs/savings/challenges associated with recycling every week vs
every two weeks?
Granger: Susie talked about a one day electronic recycling – why budget for this when, I
believe, county does it for free. Why not collaborate with county? It seems that costs could
be “reduced” to special advertising if you think this is necessary.
Mayer: Elaborate on the Sanitation/Parks trash removal arrangement. Does Parks pay
Sanitation for the service? Did Sanitation acquire Parks equipment (packer truck)?
Neher: Please explain the Inter-fund Transfers
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Spechler: How much of our receipts from tags will cover the relevant sanitation expenses? 
This will give us some idea of the net deficit or surplus for this program.
Volan: If there is one division for which I would like a full program budget, it's this one.
Please break down these numbers.

Facilities (Johnson)
Other Services and Charges Line

Granger: What exactly is $600,000 in “other services and charges!”
Neher: Please break down the “Other Services & Charges” line (53990/$600,000)

Other Questions
Granger: Why 109% increase in salaries and wages and 11% in health and life insurance? I
thought this staff was with police.
Granger: $15,000 in grants…for what?
Rollo: Is the graffiti removal program a success? What feedback have we received from local
merchants and downtown property owners?
Rollo: Facilities requires a 25% (~$380,000) increase in this budget? Could this be broken
down to provide more detail?
Spechler: How much of our receipts from garages and meters will cover the relevant facility
expenses?  This will give us some idea of the net deficit or surplus for these facilities.

Volan:  Will the Facilities division of Public Works maintain the new
Dispatch Center, but BT will maintain the first floor? If so, does this
not seem inefficient?                                                                                  

 
Volan: What portion of the functions of the soon-to-be-former employees (handling the
parking garages) are maintenance and what portion are policy management? How will
Planning & Transportation oversee these new staff as to how to manage garage
capacity if they report to Facilities?
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